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Mumbai, India, May 24, 2017
In recognition of the continued robust prospects of Balaji Telefilms Limited (BTL)
market’s leading television content production business and the strong response and
growth potential its newly launched digital OTT platform (ALTBalaji), the Management of
BTL has decided to concentrate a significant portion of it’s bandwidth and the Company’s
available resources on these high potential business segments.
The television business with its strong brand and creative track record has been a
consistent performer for BTL and will continue to occupy a significant portion of the
Management’s bandwidth.
The recently launched digital business under ALTBalaji thru BTL’s wholly owned
subsidiary ALT Digital Media Entertainment Limited with its stand out original content
has received great response with 2.4 million downloads making BTL one of the first
movers in the fast growing OTT market in India. Given the disruptive nature of the
emerging OTT opportunity, ALTBalaji will be a game changer for BTL.
Several financial and strategic investors have expressed strong interest to partner with
ALTBalaji and the Management is actively considering the options available and has
appointed Axis Capital as bankers for the Investments.
About Balaji Telefilms Limited:
Balaji Telefilms is India’s leading integrated media conglomerate with market leadership
in the television content industry, among other entertainment-led businesses. It has
demonstrated success in both films and television. Pioneering widely different genres of
content, the Company has completely aligned its brand architecture to reflect the farreaching changes of our time.
The Company, under the stewardship of Mrs. Shobha Kapoor and Ms.Ekta Kapoor,
operates various prominent brands within its fold namely Balaji Telefilms – a production
house synonymous with ground-breaking television content; Balaji Motion Pictures – a
producer of large-scale feature films with the topmost industry talent; Alt Entertainment
– a developer of film content with alternate sensibilities. Marinating Films Private Limited
– a creator of IP and producer of reality shows and events. ChhayabaniBalaji
Entertainment Private Limited – a creator and producer of Bengali content and Event
Media LLP – a producer of event based shows.
In recent years, the Company has strengthened its leadership team and has made a
strategic foray into the Digital B2C entertainment category with AltBalaji (through its
wholly owned subsidiary) - to build a consumer facing brand that offers original,
premium and exclusive content for a global digital audience in an endeavour to monetise
the incredible potential of original on-demand entertainment.
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Safe Harbor:

Certain statements in this update concerning our future growth prospects are forward looking
statements, which involve a number of risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results to
differ materially from those in such forward-looking statements. The achievement of such results is
subject to risks, uncertainties and even inaccurate assumptions. Readers may please take a note of
this.

